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MRI Scanner Could Be
Operational In September

elivered
on
April 26, a new
MRI scanner
has been installed in the
basement
medical
imagery center in the
EHPAD in Gustavia. To
be put into use, the
scanner, which was purchased through donations to FEMUR, must
undergo a battery of
tests, and get approval
from the Nuclear Safety
Authority (ASN) which
controls radioprotection
(the scanner emits
radioactivity). “The
dossier was submitted

D

last month. The ASN
has six months in which
to respond, and could
give its approval as early as September,”
explains radiologist
Jean-François Bartoli.
Once this approval is
awarded, Saint Barth
will be able to benefit
from this ultra-modern
medical equipment,
which is more efficient
and rapid than x-rays,
and can help the doctors
on the island—from
generalists to the emergency room staff at the
De Bruyn Hosptial—

make their diagnoses.
A scanner of this type is
especially useful in the
case of a cerebral vascular accident, or
stroke. Coupled with a
telemedicine network
that links Saint Barth to
the main hospital in
Guadeloupe, the scanner allows for such
diagnosis. In other
words, the scanner
serves as a safety net,
which is worth its
weight in gold on an
island. “Having a scanner in Saint-Barthélémy
is a choice based on the
political agenda of president Bruno Magras,”
indicates Bartoli. The
goal is to offer visitors
on the island the best
security
possible,
including medical services, since many American guests, for example
are covered by medical
insurance policies that
will not pay for certain
services if the person
travels to a destination
without such a scanner.

Placed in the basement
of the EHPAD (new old
age home in Gustavia)
the scanner will be
under the control of a
health cooperation
group (GCS), composed
on Nicole Gréaux, who
represents the Collectivity, Hervé Magott,
director of the De
Bruyn Hospital, and
Jean-François Bartoli,
representing the medical imagery center.

A WELL-CONNECTED
ISLAND SCANNER
In addition to the MRI
scanner in the medical
imagery center at the
EHPAD, there are also
machines for x-rays, mammograms, and ultrasound.
Three radiologists work at
the center, but if they are
alternatively in Saint
Barth or Saint Martin, the
new scanner can be “operated remotely,” according
to Jean-François Bartoli,
as “the scanner is part of a
special digital network. It
has a state-of-the-art server, which allows doctors
to visualize and control
the scanner remotely, via
their computers, laptops,
or tablets, from wherever
they are located,” Bartoli
adds. The scanner will
also be connected to a telemedicine network put into
place by the Regional
Health Center (ARS). This
network links De Bruyn
Hospital and the offices of
Dr. Bartoli in Saint Martin
with the CHU in Pointe-àPitre (main hospital in
Guadeloupe), for remote
access to additional expertise and exchanges via
videoconferencing. Cameras will be added to complete the link to the new
MRI scanner. In addition,
“a third network will be
put into place,” reveals
Bartoli. Which means that
patients in Saint Barth
will be less isolated. On the
contrary, "Saint Barth will
be one of the most wellconnected places in
France in terms of such
medical service,” notes
Bartoli.
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CHANGES TO URBANISM CODE
Modifications to the urbanism code include a new building permit that allows for the division of
land other than a development or co-ownership. In addition, extensions limited to 20 sq meters
no longer require a permit, but just a simple declaration of the work to be done.
he territorial council voted on a
series of refinements to the local urbanism code at their last
meeting, with the suggestions previously discussed by the urbanism commission. Absent from the
commission meeting,
opposition
member
Maxime
Desouches
(Saint-Barth en Mouvement) tried to reexamine
the propositions during
the council meeting, and
was not pleased when the
majority of the members

T

refused to reopen the
debate on these decisions, and noted after the
meeting that he plans to
revisit the amendments.

In addition, Benoit Chauvin and Bettina Cointre,
who represent the list
Tous Pour Saint-Barth,
also had a few ideas of
their own, especially the
rules concerning the surface of a construction or
gross floor area (SHON)
and the surface outside of
this area (SHOB). Chauvin and Cointre had propsed their ideas during the

Michel and his staff are happy to welcome you
to their pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.
Holiday special, in addition to our regular menu.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 7,00 euros

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61

commission meeting but
did not succeed in
convincing the majority
list, Saint-Barth d’Abord.
At the council meeting,
Cointre once again
brought up the question:
should we not modify the
definition of the SHON
in the urbanism code?
Her thought is to take
into account terraces,
since almost all buildings
on the island include
them, in order to limit the
size of buildings, which
are getting bigger and
bigger, and their impact
on the landscape. These
propositions “should not
be dismissed out of
hand,” agreed Bruno
Magras. They will be
examined at a later date.
The changes adopted by
votes of the majority
members of the council
consist primarily of refinements, clarifications,
or precisions to the urbanism code. For example,
the construction of a
garage is now considered
SHOB, and must be
counted in the gross floor
area, so gone are the days
of 2000 sq ft garages for
two cars, unless they are
counted in the SHON.
As for parking, regulations are now part of the
urbanism code, since the
prior regulations were
cancelled along with the
zoning map last fall. In
fact some of the modifications made to the code
are with an eye toward

the adoption of a new
zoning map, currently on
the drawing board.

These modifications
include better definition
of the green zones that
are to be protected, for
example. As for the
zoning map, article 25
notes that a revision to
the map can relate to just
one area of the island if a
certain issue concerns
just that neighborhood.
The recent modifications
also comprise the easing
up on a few clauses, such
as article 3, which has
been amended to allow
reconstructions to be of
the same surface area but
not identical to the original structure. Also,
extensions of less than 20
sq meters SHON no longer require a permit, but
just a declaration of the
intended project, which
no longer requires an
architect, but allows
owners to present their
own plans. Other innovations include division of
a tract of land in a way
that is less cumbersome
than a development or
co-ownership, in order to
allow several people to
jointly purchase one
piece of land. This grouping of buyers is intended to help combat rising
land prices, but at the risk
that this ease of purchase
will accelerate the
demand, and as a result
raise prices even more.
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Seven Chefs And A Galaxy
Of Stars
To make sure that Saint Barth is known for its
gourmet dining, the Tourism Committee
(CTTSB), the restaurant association of Saint
Barthélemy, and the hotel and villa association, have organized the Taste Of Saint Barth,
a culinary festival October 30–November 3.
This event follows a successful pilot edition
held at the beginning of the tourist season
last year.
he idea is to invite
renowned guest
chefs, who work
in the kitchens of the
participating restaurants
to create a gala menu for
each evening of the festival. While this year’s
chefs have been invited,
all of their names have
not yet been revealed, as
they are highly solicited.
One guest that is confirmed, however, is
Japanese chef Matsuo
Hideaki, who reigns in
the kitchen at his Osaka
restaurant, Kashiwaya (3
Michelin stars).

T

Also confirmed is the 2-

starred Michelin chef,
Jérôme Nutile, crowned
“meilleur ouvrier” (best
craftsman) of France in
2011. To appeal to the
Brazilian clientele, the
CTTSB has invited
Thomas Troisgros, who
is usually behind the
stove at Olympe, in Rio,
working alongside his
father Claude. The Taste
of Saint Barth will also
mark the return of JeanJacques Noguier, whose
restaurant, La Ferme de
l’Hospital in Switzerland, has one Michelin
star, as well as Amandine Chaignot, winner of

Jean-Georges Vongerichten, executive chef for
numerous restaurants including those at the Eden
Rock, has been selected as the official patron of the
2014 Taste of Saint Barth, October 30-November 3.

the Bocuse Bronze
Medal in 2012, chef at
the Hôtel Raphael in
Paris, and Swedish chef
Daniel Berlin. All three
were present for the pilot
edition last year.

French chef JeanGeorges Vongerichten—
whose restaurant JeanGeorges in New York is
crowned with three
Michelin stars— was
chosen as the official
patron of the event.
Which is perfectly logical as he is well known
to American guests and

he has been the executive chef in the kitchens
at the Eden Rock in
Saint Barth for the past
few years.

In addition to the gala
dinners and other activities, the organizers are
planning a bartending
master class, run by
Stéphane Ginouvès for
those who like making
cocktails. The bartender
at Fouquet’s in Paris,
Ginouvès has also been
named “meilleur ouvrier” of France, among
other honors.
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Taïwana Gets A Fifth Star
aïwana, the luxury hotel on
the beach in Flamands, is
now among the island’s
five-star accommodations. In a
meeting on July 17, the island’s
executive council accepted the
recommendation made by the territorial tourism commission to
adopt this classification, which
had first been suggested by the
Apave, a French company that
evaluates hotels. With this decision Taïwana now joins the Islede-France, Le Toiny, the Christopher, Eden Rock, Guanahani, and
Le Sereno as the island’s galaxy
of five-star hotels. The Carl
Gustaf, which has since closed it
doors, was also a five-star estab-

T

lishment. The final step in the
process of hotel ratings in Saint
Barth is for Atout France, the official agency for the promotion of

tourism in France, to register the
decision made by the Collectivity
and indicate the new five-star rating on its website.
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Summerfest :

Rock Around The Rock
With St Barth Summer Sessions rocking
from August 4-16 and the St Barth Family
adding to the musical mix, August 5-17,
summer in Saint Barth is about to get even
hotter!

hirteen evenings of concerts are on the horizon for
rock aficionados, as 2014
St Barth Summer Sessions rock
from August 4-16. A musical
highpoint of the summer, with at
least 20 concerts including a special event at La Plage (Tom Beach
Hotel) every night, and additional
concerts at the Isle de France,
Maya's, Bonito, l'Esprit de JeanClaude, Eddy's, Le Toiny Hotel,
The Christopher Hotel, and Le
Carré.
Guest artists include Live
Footage, a duo direct Brooklyn—
the electric cello of Topu Lyo and
the keyboards and drums that
Mike Thies plays simultaneously—with an electro sound that
borders on psychedelic; the Matt
O’Ree Band with its blues-rock
sound; Sophia Urista is a powerhouse singer and entertainer
whose voice quality recalls that of
Betty Mabry Davis or perhaps
Macy Gray; the ever-popular
Adam Lasher, is back on the festival stage to thrill the crowd with
his soft-rock melodies. DJs
include the resident DJ at La
Plage Yo One, with his fabulous

T

m i x e s
inspired by
electro,
s o u l ,
swing,
jazz, and a
Latino
sound;
Axel Merrell, known on the
island as well as a performer at
the Coachella festival of rock,
electro, and hip hop in California
and on the runways for major
fashion names where she ensures
a musical ambiance; Vikkinova,
known by those who frequent La
Plage; and Kris Muniz, also seen
at the turntables at Tom Beach
and who will be playing alongside
such renowned DJs as Markus
Schultz, Marco Bailey and
M.A.N.D.Y.

The 2014 St Barth Family Festival gets underway August 5 -17,
after a prelude with several DJs on
August 1, 2 and 3 at First, the
Yacht Club, and Do Brazil. The
official kickoff on August 5, at
The First, features a series of live
bands from 8:30pm to 1am, when
DJs liven the dance floor until
4am.
Through August 17, various musicians, bands, and DJs will heat
things up, by day and by night, in
clubs and at pool parties The roster once again includes Manu
Lanvin, who was a bit hit last
year, with his great talent as a gui-

tarist and the rock/blues style that
allows his lovely, raspy voice to
soar. Also in a blues vein is Marcus Levy, trained primarily with
the Lost Wandering Blues and
Jazz Band, a group of street musicians from New York. This songwriter, composer, and singer has
had a few of his songs played on
Scandinavian radio stations.
The roster comprises Chris
Schoorman, singer/guitarist, who
arrived in Saint Barth in 2013, has
a style influenced by Pearl Jam,
and performs as part of a duo in
villas or on yachts, and the pop
rock sound of Mr President
(Stéphane Cano, Jessica Carpe
and Hillroy).
Guest DJ Tristan Casara is
among the hottest at the moment,
with surprising remixes for keytar.
Also hot is the electro deep and
house music of Léo Lanvin, official DJ for the festival in Cannes,
and whose lively morning show
wakes up the audience each weekend on NRJ. DJ Jairo is a quite
the “showman,” while DJ Blaze
mixes hip hop, house progressive,
dance, soca, and a Latin sound.
Additional DJs include DJ Outkast (Saint Martin), Venus Experience (Lulu Bazterrica & German Vecino); DJ Moody Mike
(Saint Martin), Claudius Raphael
(New York), The Power Trio
comprised of Gianfranco Segatto,
Lee Hardesty et Lee Richardson,
DJ Vince (the only local DJ from
Saint Barth!).
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SINGING PRE-SELECTION OF MISS ST BARTH
CONTEST CANDIDATES ON AUGUST 17
AUGUST As part of the many activities of the island as part of the
planned for the Fete Of Gus- French Jeune Chambre
16
tavia, taking place on August 16 Economique (young economic

Once again,
organization of
the Fete Of
Gustavia on
August 16 & 17 falls to the
non-profit group, The Youngz. Over
the two days, they have a variety of
activities planned, from games and
tournaments to dancing on the dock,
and new this year, a singing contest:
The Voice Of The Caribbean, with a
top prize of 1000 euros. This event is
open to soloists as well as duets,
with a fee of 10 euros per person to
compete. Registration is open
through August 9, by telephone at 06
90 76 04 17 or via email: theyoungzass@gmail.com.

& 17 on the main dock in town,
there will be a pre-selection of
candidates for the island’s next
Miss Saint Barth election, which
will take place in 2015. With a
new organizing team in place for
only a few months, the election
of the next Miss Saint Barth was
pushed back a year. At their
recent meeting, the team made
their decision based on a desire
to improve the overall quality of
the event: “We want the next
Miss Saint Barth to be part of
the Miss Prestige Nationale and
Miss World competitions on one
hand, and have the future Miss
represent the younger generation

chamber) on the other,” says
Maryse Berry-Chinon, president
of the Miss Saint Barth association. “We also want this to be
more than just a beauty contest.
We would like to help the girls
prepare for a professional career
by emphasizing other qualities
as well,” she adds. As a result,
the current Miss Saint Barth,
Alizée Delemazure, reigns for
one more year.
Sunday evening’s events include
a pre-selection of candidates for
Miss Saint Barth 2015, and a
closing concert by Njie, a singer
from Guadeloupe.
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AUGUST 16 & 17 : FETE OF GUSTAVIA

◗ Saturday August 16
- 1pm: Card (belote) tournament at the Capitainerie;
Pre-registration for the basketball shoot-out on the Quai
Général de Gaulle, Gustavia
- 6:30pm: PlayStation Tournament (the Capitainerie)
- 8pm: Mini Fireworks
- 8:30pm: 1st Edition of the inter-island singing competition, The Voice of the Caribbean
- 9:30pm: Dance interlude
- 10pm: Awards ceremony
- 10:30pm: Dancing on the dock
◗ Sunday, August 17
- Starting at 8am: Various activities on the dock all day.
Fishing tournament, games, pin the tail on the donkey,
buckets on your head, kid’s face painting, ball races, win
or lose envelopes, darts, three-legged races, gift baskets,
basketball, balloon games, candy quiz, lemon races, ring
toss, Fort Boyard, anchor lifting game.
- 8am: Boules tournament in teams of two
- 9am: Dominos and cards (belote) tournaments
- 6pm: Awards ceremony
- 7pm: Carnival group The Youngz
- 7:30pm: Pre-selection Miss Saint-Barth
- 8:30pm: Njie in concert
AUGUST 23 & 24 : FETE OF ST

BARTHÉLEMY

Commemoration of the island’s Patron Saint,
Quai Général de Gaulle, Gustavia
◗ Saturday August 23
- Dancing on Quai Général de Gaulle
◗ Sunday, August 24
- 8am: Sailor’s mass at Notre Dame de L'Assomption in
Gustavia, followed by a procession.
- 8:30am: Boules tournament
- 9am: Sign up for belote (cards) tournament
- 11am: Placing of wreath at War Memorial
- 12pm: Champagne toast at the Hôtel de la Collectivité
- 1pm: Dominos tournament
- 2pm: Scrabble tournament, upstairs at the Capitainerie
- 4:30pm: Games for kids and adults with Romy, facepainting, temporary tattoos, inflatable castle, cotton candy
- 6pm: Dance performance
- 8:30pm: Fireworks and dancing on the dock
AUGUST 25 : FETE DE LA SAINT LOUIS, COROSSOL

- 6am: Fishing
- 8am: Mass at the foot of the Rocher de la Saint Louis,
benediction of the sea and tossing of a floral wreath
- 9am: Belote and Football competition
- 10am: Regattas, Optimist and RS Feva (SBYC)
- 10am-5pm: Inflatables for kids and various games
- 12:30pm: Awards ceremony; champagne toast
- 2pm: Canoe, kayak, treasure hunt
- 3:30pm: Various games for kids and adults
- 6pm: Awards ceremony
- 7pm: Dance performance
- 8:30pm: Zumba
- 9pm: Fireworks and dancing on the dock

Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit?

Live Music
◗ Tuesday August 7
- Summer Sessions : with
Sophia Urista & Matt O'ree
Band and DJ Alex Merrell,
8.30pm, Beach Dinner,
@ La Plage
- Family Festival : Live
Bands (Manu Lanvin &
Friends) Live Music from
8:30pm @ The First
- Grill party on the beach &
Fire Show from 7pm @ Isle
de France Hotel
- Diner Cabaret with show
girls @ Ti St Barth
◗ Friday, August 8
- Ladies Night @ Bagatelle
- Family Festival : Live
Bands (Manu Lanvin &
Friends) Live Music starting
8:30pm @ The First
- Family Festival : Manu
Lanvin, Live Acoustic, from
5pm to 7pm @Do Brazil
- Festival : Big Opening
with "The famous White
Party" by Carole from 8pm
@ Ti St Barth
- Summer Sessions : "I Love
Friday" Full Moon White
Dinner with Live Footage
and DJ Alex Merrell,
8.30pm, @ La Plage
- Summer Sessions : "Sophia
Urista & Matt O'ree Band,
from 8pm @ Christopher
Hotel
◗ Saturday, August 9
- Champagne Lounge
Event. Savour the prestigious Ruinart Champagne with an exclusive
Fashion Show & Zenith
Watches with DJ from,
6:30pm @ Isle de France
- Family Festival : Live
Bands (Manu Lanvin &
Friends) Live Music starting
8:30pm @ The First
- Summer Sessions :
with Live Footage and DJ
Alex Merrell, 8.30pm
@ La Plage Restaurant

- Summer Sessions : "Sophia
Urista & Matt O'ree Band,
from 8pm @ Maya's
- Family Festival : Welcome
to Woodstock !!! Dress code
: Hippie Chic from 8pm @
Ti St Barth
◗ Sunday, August 10
- Beach Party @Rackham
Le Rouge, Manapany Hotel
- Family Festival : Full
Moon Party with White
Dress Code with DJ Léo
Lanvin & Tristan Casara
from 3pm to 5pm, and
Manu Lanvin in Live
Acoustic, from 5pm to 7pm,
@ Do Brazil
- Family Festival : "Full
Moon Party" with white
Dress Code with Tristan
Casara & Léo Lanvin
@ The First
- Summer Sessions : Adam
Lasher from 8.30pm @ La
Plage Restaurant
- Summer Sessions : Sophia
Urista & Matt O'Ree Band
from 8pm @ Bonito
- Amazing Sunday "Welcome to St Tropez" from
1pm, Join us as we transform Nikki Beach St. Barth
into the fabulous haven that
we all know as Nikki Beach
St. Tropez. Enjoy champagne, delicious cuisine, incredible music and the most
exciting live entertainment.
@ Nikki Beach
◗ Monday, August 11
- Summer Sessions : Sophia
Urista & Matt O'Ree Band
from 8:30pm @ La Plage
- Summer Sessions : Adam
Lasher from 8pm
@ Le Carré, Gustavia
◗ Tuesday, August 12
- Night Live Music
@ Le Piment, St Jean
- Family Festival with "Lanvin Family Show" live dinner showcase by Manu
Lanvin after dinner by DJ
Léo Lanvin, from 8pm
@ Ti St Barth
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TIME OUT

ee an art exhibit? Listen to live music? Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !
- Summer Sessions : Sophia
Urista & Matt O'Ree Band
from 8:30pm @ La Plage
- Summer Sessions : Adam
Lasher duo from 8pm @
L'Esprit
◗ Wednesday, August 13
- Family Festival with Marcus Levy, Chris Schoorman,
Fabrice Fardelli from 5pm
to 7pm @ Do Brazil
- Summer Sessions: Sophia
Urista & Matt O'Ree Band
& DJ Vikkinova from
8:30pm @ La Plage
- Summer Sessions : Adam
Lasher duo from 8pm @ Isle
de France Hotel
- Diner Cabaret with show
girls at Ti St Barth
◗ Thursday, August 14
- Family Festival with "Studio 54", from 8pm @ Ti St
Barth
- Family Festival with
Venus Experience in Live
acoustic, from 5 pm to 7pm
@ Do Brazil
- Summer Sessions Sophia
Urista & Matt O'Ree Band
- DJ Kris Muniz from
8:30pm @ La Plage
- Summer Sessions : Adam
Lasher duo from 8pm @
Toiny Hotel
◗ Friday, August 15
- Family Festival Closing
week-end with surprise
guests, from 8pm
@ Ti St Barth
- Summer Sessions : I Love
Friday" with Sophia Urista
& Matt O'Ree Band - DJ
Kris Muniz from 8:30pm
@ La Plage
- Summer Sessions : Adam
Lasher duo from 8pm
@ Eddy's
◗ Saturday, August 16
- Family Festival : Closing
week-end with surprise
guests, from 8pm @ Ti St
Barth
- Summer Sessions : Big
Final Jam with Matt O'Ree,
Sophia Urista, Adam

Lasher, DJ Yo-One, DJ
Vikkinova & DJ Kris
Muniz, from 5pm @ La
Plage Restaurant
◗ Sunday, August 17
- Family Festival : Woodstock Black Sunday, Closing
festival with Dexual &
Guest dress code : flower
power @ The First
- Family Festival : Closing
Sunset with the Ti St Barth
dream Team : from 3pm to
7pm @ Do Brazil
- La Plage Stand Up Paddle
Race, Beach Lunch, @ La
Plage Restaurant
- Grill party on the beach &
Fire Show from 7pm @ Isle
de France Hotel
- Amazing Sunday "Welcome to the Jungle " from
1pm, Join us as we transform Nikki Beach into an
exotic jungle featuring animals and other surprises. @
Nikki Beach

Night Club
◗ Friday, August 8
- Family Festival : Dj Jairo
from 11pm @ Yacht Club
◗ Saturday, August 9
- Family Festival : Dj
Moody Mike from 11pm
@ Yacht Club
◗ Monday, August 11
- Family Festival : DJ
Franck H @The First
◗ Tuesday, August 12
- Family Festival : DJ
Franck H @The First
◗ August 13-16
- Family Festival : Claudius
Raphael from NY
@The First
◗ Thursday, August 14
- Family Festival with Dj
Blaze, from 11pm @ Yacht
Club
◗ Saturday, August 16
- Family Festival : closing
Woodstock Festival 2014
Dj Jairo from 11pm
@ Yacht Club

◗ Sunday, August 17
- Closing Sunset Family
Festival with the Ti St Barth
Dream Team Carole G. /
Franck N / Dexual & the
dancers, from 3pm to 7pm
@ Do Brazil.
- Woodstock Black Sunday,
Closing festival with Dexual
& Guests . Dress code
flower power, @ The First
◗ August 18-21
- DJ Franck H @The First

2pm @ Nikki Beach
◗ Tuesday, August 19
- Fashion Show around the
pool from 7:00pm, @ Hotel
Isle de France, Flamands

Exhibitions
- Olivia Lerolle @The First
- Alain le Chatelier, at Les
Artisans, Gustavia

Fashion Show
◗ Daily Fashion Shows
- Fashion Show: every lunch
& dinner, La Plage
◗ Sunday, August 10
- Fashion Show "Nikki
Beach Life Style" from 1pm
@ Nikki Beach
- Fashion Show "Agua Bendita» from 2pm @ Nikki
Beach
◗ Tuesday, August 12
- Fashion Show around the
pool from 7:00pm, @ Hotel
Isle de France, Flamands
◗ Friday, August 15
- Fashion Show "Sunday"
from 2pm @ Nikki Beach
◗ Saturday, August 16
- Fashion Show "Marina"
from 2pm @ Nikki Beach
◗ Sunday, August 17
- Fashion Show "Nikki
Beach Life Style" from 1pm
and "Pasha St Barth" from

- Dave Stevenson, Géry
Langlais, Ed Gudenas, JYves Lefort at Les Artisans
- Wolfgang Ludes, JeanPhilippe Piter, Antoine Verglas at Clic Gallery,
Gustavia
- Group show at Pipiri
Palace, Gustavia
- Olivia Lerolle & Johanna
Astrie at Do Brazil
- Art Meets Fashion. Daily
10am to 7pm, Eden Rock
Gallery, Eden Rock Hotel,
◗ Art Galleries
- Modernisme art & Antiques, Camaruche Gallery
- TomBeachArtStudio,
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■ Classified ads
Real Estate

For Sale, renovated 1 bedroom
apartment in Saint Jean:
Price 530.000Euros
Avalon Real Estate
Tel. : 0590.87.30. 80 email as
contact@stbarth-villa.com
For sale apartment of over 100
m² consisting of two rooms, situated on the harbor of Gustavia,
facing the most beautiful yachts!
price 1.890.000M €
Avalon Real Estate
Tel. : 0590.87.30. 80 email as
contact@stbarth-villa.com
Villa for Sale in St Jean that
requires renovation, 2 bedrooms,
breathtaking view on the sea :
Price 2,300,000 Euros
Avalon Real Estate

Tel. : 0590.87.30.80 email as
contact@stbarth-villa.com
Faboulous 2 Bedrooms Apartment in Gustavia! New, contemporary design. Walk to Shell
Beach, shops & restaurants.
Beautiful Harbor Views!
Euros 2,500,000.
For more info on this properties:
contact WimcoSbh Real Estate
0590-51-07-51 or
realestate@wimco.com
Pointe Milou - 2 Bdr. Villa. All
day sun & dramatic views with
spectacular sunsets! Java teak
detailing, open floor plan, infinity pool. E 3,180,000.
For more info WimcoSbh Real
estate 0590 51 07 51 or
realestate@wimco.com

Extraordinary Parcel of Land 9.65 acres of green zone land in
Gouverneur with blue zone permit to build a home with exception views! Stop by the WimcoSbh Real Estate office,
+ 590-590-51-07-51
or realestate@wimco.com

For sale, this luxurious two bedroom apartment situated in a
complex set above Gustavia with
amazing views over the harbor
and beyond to St Martin and the
sunset. The complex offers a
community pool and is within
walking distance to restaurants,
boutiques and Shell Beach.
Offered at € 1,990,000.
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05
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■ Classified ads
For sale, property situated on the
hillside in Vitet is set in a lush
tropical garden. It features three
bedrooms, three baths with pool
and gazebo. Two additional bedrooms and one bath are located
on the lower level and have a private entrance. It has excellent
potential for annual rental.
Offered at
€ 1,810,000. St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05

For sale, this three bedroom,
three bathroom villa in Petite
Saline is perched on one of the
highest points in St Barth. Amazing views in multiple directions
(including the sunset) and 100%
privacy. An excellent rental history. Offered at $ 3,550,000. St.
Barth Properties

Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05

Lands for Sale

Urgent, we are looking for serious clients land for sale,
Avalon Real Estate
Tel. : 0590.87.30.80 email as
contact@stbarth-villa.com

Position Wanted

Property manager (female) with
over 12 years of experience, is
looking for property management. Speaks French, English,
and Spanish. Serious references
available upon request. 0690 26
34 68 or Sevyone@hotmail.com
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